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Breeding guide pokemon ultra moon

When your Pokémon Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon adventure is over, trainers will want to prepare their teams for some competitive fights, and the best way to do that is breeding. Pokémon breeding has become a clamp of games for years and in Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon makes it easier than ever. The mechanics of
breeding in Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon are much the same as in Sun and Moon, but it's good to refresh the basics and update the locations of certain objects that will help trainers breeding faster and more efficiently. Also, when you've bred your Pokémon, be sure to train them to get the most out of their potential. In
Paniola on Akala Island, you will find the Pokémon Children's Room in Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon. Trainers can leave two Pokémon at DayCare breeders and if you leave the female and male Pokémon, you might get an egg. To get an egg, women and male Pokémon must be of the same type or egg group. We'll be in
the egg group in a few minutes, but there's a sure way to get the egg together to combine two Pokémon of the same species with different sexes. It's important to remember that Pokémon in an egg will hatch in a way that is the same as females. Pokémon Ditto is an exception to this rule. Coaches can reproduce all
Pokémone regardless of gender with Ditto to get these Pokémone. It's also a method for breeding genderless Pokémon like Voltorb and Magnemite.NOTE : Ditto can be found on route 10 (Ula'ula Island)Pokémon also need adults rather than infant Pokémon like Pichu and Elekid.The rate at which eggs appear depends
on a few factors. Some Pokémon just take longer to have eggs. The second factor is if the parents are of different kinds. Two Pokémon of the same species will have an egg faster than two different species. They will also have two Pokémon from two different trainers eggs faster than two Pokémon from the same trainer.
Trade is therefore encouraged even more. Coaches can also pick up The Oval Charm by beating Morimoto in the Freak building game in Heahea City after becoming a champion. This point will increase the speed of the eggs. Hatching eggs is a completely different story. Eggs only hatch when they are surrounded by
Pokémon and become more like hatching when you act. The amount of steps needed to roll out depends on Pokémon, but you can speed up the process by having a Pokémon with body flames or magma armored abilities. The new upgraded Rotom Dex can also help speed up egg hatching if you have an element of
Roto Flap. Egg groups Are important for those trainers who breed Pokémon of different species. Pokémon of the same species is already from the same group of eggs, so there's no problem, but to get specific egg movements -- more on that below -- you'll want to match two Pokémon of the same egg group. Serebii has
a comprehensive list of egg groups here. Once again, having two Pokémon from different species will preferably take longer to come from the egg. NATURENatures are very important in the development of Nature can determine which stat grows faster than normal and which grows more slowly than normal. When it
comes to reproduction for nature, pokémon will be hatched randomly, but if you want a certain Nature, there is an element that can ensure that the Pokémon egg will hatch with it. This element is Everstone, which can be found when you re-enter his house, after you become a champion or purchased in Royal Avenue
PokeMart.To provides the nature you want, let the parent with the desired Nature hold Everstone and will pass nature on to the child. The gender of the parent who holds Everstone doesn't matter. Here's a table of every nature that the states are influenced by. The nature of Pokémon is changing its state. Photo:
Bulbapedia IVSIndividual values or IVs are Pokémon's special character, which affects how many stocks are given to individual stocks. Every Pokémon state moves from 0 to 31 -- with 31 being the largest -- and figuring out which stat is the strongest, the summary gives coaches a feature. The list of characteristics,
which is the most stat, can be found in the table below. Pokémon features can tell you which IVs are best. Photo: Bulbapedia According to breeding IVs, three PARENTS' IVs are transferred to the child, while the rest are randomly generated, but which states are transmitted through special items. Power Items will be



transferred to the parent who holds the item. Each specified power element delivers a specific stat. Below you can find a description of each item and find them in the Battle Royal Dome for 16 battle points. Power Anklet - Reduces Speed but allows holder's Speed stat to grow Power Band - Reduces Speed but allows
holder's Sp. Def to growPower Belt - Reduces Speed but means holder's Defense to grow Power Bracer - Reduces Speed but holder's attack to grow Power Lens - Reduces Speed but allows holder's Sp. Attack to growPower Weight - Reduces Speed but holder holder's HP to grow The Knot Destiny can also help pass
down IVs of the holding Parent Pokémon. The Knot of Destiny handed the child five of the 12 th. The location of the Knot of Destiny in Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon is in the Battle Royal Dome. You need to buy for 48 battle points or you have Pokémon with Pick Up the ability to find an item on Route 14 after battle. NOTE:
Power Items will override the effects of knot fate. Also, the new Hyper Training feature will allow trainers to modify IV's simply by using bottle caps. Hyper Training will be documented in our Training Guide. EGG MOVEMENTS/HIDDEN AbilitiesPokémon can learn a certain move through breeding that can't be learned by
other means. These Egg Moves have become easier to pass down than in previous generations, the male needed to have an Egg Stroke. But from sex 6, or sex can withstand an egg movement. For example, if you want your Tirunt to learn Dragon Dance you will have to mate with a pokémon man who knows Dragon
Dance over the level and is from the same group of eggs as Tirunt. For this example, Gyarados fits perfectly because it learns to move over the level up and is the same group of eggs. When it comes to Hidden Abilities in Pokémon Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon you can find them in the wild using the Ally Chain method,
which is detailed in our Shiny Hunting guide. The more uptight the battle, the greater the chance of having a hidden ability. It's not the most effective method for finding wild Pokémon with hidden ability, but if you use Pokémon with tracking ability, for example, to find out what the ability is is, you can find the one you
want. When it comes to reproduction, a female Pokémon with a hidden capacity has a 60 per cent chance of being transferred down. That's about 60 percent if any gender is Pokémon with a hidden ability to breed with Ditto, but it's crucial that a female parent has a hidden ability. Welcome, future breeders! This is a
guide dedicated to teaching trainers looking to become a professional breeding! All bases will be covered, so when you read this guide you fight which is suitable to go hatch some eggs of your own and breed the most awesome Pokémon yet! Note: this is a guide only for Pokémon Sun, Moon, Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon.
The Nursery and Breeding Nursery, which was previously used for reproduction from Pokémon Gold and Silver, has replaced the Pokémon Nursery in Alola. Just like day-care, put compatible Pokémone together and eventually an egg will appear. However Pokémon is no longer level up when staying. It now also costs
500 Pokédollars (₽) to take Pokémon back instead of 100₽ + 100₽ each level up. This makes life easier on the breeder's wallet, as well as a lot of help in carrying egg movements, now that pokémon no longer level upwards and learns random moves! To successfully climb two Pokémon, they must be compatible.
Compatibility depends on the egg groups and genders. Each Spoled Pokémon is in one or more Egg Groups, and can be bred by other members of the group. When two Pokémon sexes are reproduced together, the cubs will always be from female species. When a male Pokémon is bred with Ditt, the offspring will be
male species. Genderless Pokémon, such as Bronzong, can only be bred with Ditto. Eevee and Vulpix, for example, are the most in-house. We can raise them together, and the descendants will be Eevee if Eevee's parent were a woman and Vulpix if she were a woman. Remember, some Pokémon can't be 200 before
they develop. These are: Pichu, Cleffa, Igglybuff, Smoochum, Wynaut, Riolu, Mantyke, Bonsly, Budew, Happiny, Chingling and Mime Jr. Gender Most Pokémon has a gender ratio of 50/50, which means there's as much chance that you'll hatch a woman as a man. However, there are quite a few exceptions to be seen in
breeding. Tauros, for example, is Pokémon only for men, and Bounsweet is for women only. Eevee has a ratio of approximately 7 males to 1 female, Oricorio has a ratio of 3 females to 1 Male. Nature Bred Pokémon are decided at random unless one parent holds Everstone. This point ensures that the cubs will have the
same nature as the parent. If both parents have Everstone, the cubs will have a 50% chance of having the nature of both parents. For example, Modest Ditto, which holds Everstone with Adamant Eevee, will result in baby Eevee with a modest nature, as the parent ditto everstone. If Eevee also has Everstone, the child
will be either Modest or Adamant because they both have everstone parents. Ability Most Pokémon will have 2 or 3 Abilities, sometimes even rare Hidden Abilities (HA), introduced in Pokémon Black &amp; White. When trying to breed for a certain ability, a few things need to be remembered: if no parent has their OWN
HA, the cub will never have it. If a woman is a Pokémon breeder with a man or Ditto, she will have an 80% chance of transferring her ability down. If a pokémon woman is bred by a man or Ditto with her HA, the cub will never have her OWN HA. If a male Pokémon with its HA breeding with Ditto, it will have a 60% chance
of transferring its ability down. Egg Egg Moves Moves (EM) are passed on to the offspring when breeding female Pokémon with a compatible man who has these specific features. The baby will be transferred by movement and can, on the other hand, be transferred to others. For example, if you are rearing a woman
Eevee with a man, Munna, who knows the Saved Power. Stored Power is on Eevee's EM list, so the baby will have Stored Power, along with other moves like Tail Whip and Tackle. Then you take the woman Eevee and you ampoutonize her with purrloin, which has the stroke of Captivate. The resulting baby will now
have both Saved Power and Captivate. You can have up to 4 EMs on Pokémon. If both parents know more than 4 EMS and reproduce together, the cub's egg strokes will be selected at random. Tutor Moves May not be confused with Egg Moves, these are moves that can be tutored to some Pokémon that they usually
can't learn. Since these are not like egg movements, they cannot be passed on to their descendants; You will need to visit the correct Move Tutor to teach your Pokémon Tutor Move, such as Aqua Tail for Scolipede. Keep in mind Move Tutors are not in Sun &amp; Moon, but they appear in Ultra Sun &amp; Moon. Poké
Ball When catching Pokémon, they will be in the special Poké Ball you used and will be passed on to their offspring in the upbringing. There are, however, some quirks to Poké Ball inheritance, It's: Female Pokémon repulsed with compatible Muško, but that's not the same species, the ute is on the pokéball a female i
muško Pokémon of the same species, imat 50% chance of permeation of her poké ball a female or male Pokémon repulsed by Ditto, that is, she has Pokémona u specific Poké Ballu , You need to be sorry. one in this. For example, breeding a female paddle in a normal Poké Ball with a man oricorio in a beast ball will
always result in a normal Poké Ball Rowlet. The reproduction of female Eevee in an ultra ball and a male eevee in a luxury ball will result in him being a descendant either in Ultra Ball or The Luxury Ball. Formes and regional variants of various Pokémon formes can be transferred to pokémone women, or if Pokémon are
bred by Ditto. If you breed women's Eastern shellfish with a man of Western Shellos, all the children will be Eastern Shellos. The breeding of the Male with Ditto will give Western babies, and breeding women with Ditto will give eastern Shellos. Regional variants are otherwise tolerated. In The Alola, all Kanto Variants will
give the descendants of the Alaronic version, unless Everstone has. For an exception, you want kanto Vulpix child, and have Alolan Vuplix, and Kantoan Vulpix of different genders. Let Kantoanski Vulpix hold Everstone, regardless of gender, and all the descendants will be Kanto Vulpix! Individual values Individual values
or IVs are the number assigned to each pokémon stand, which determines how much potential Pokémon has. Ivs can be assigned a value from 0 to 31, from the weakest to the strongest. Each Pokémon has 6 stats: HP, Attack, Defense, Special Attack, Special Defense and Speed. All stand have individual value. They
also determine the hidden power of the Pokémon and how powerful this attack will be. When breeding Pokémon, 6 IDs from each parent will form a pool of 12 IVs from which the offspring will randomly inherit 3 and randomly create the other 3. Read the state associated with values like this: HP/ATK/DEF/SP. ATK/SP.
DEF/SPD Example: female IVS: 31/0/15/28/31/30 Male IVs: 7/31/19/30/20/5 The cub randomly selects 3 IV, i generates 3: 7/0/5/18/20/16 A few things help to manipulate the stranded IV-ima: Power Items, under the name EV Enhancing items, and the Destiny Knot. Power Items consists of Power Weight (HP), Power
Bracer (ATK), Power Belt (DEF), Power Lens (SP. ATK), Power Band (SP. DEF) and Power Anklet (SPD). When a parent has one of the power elements, the stat-related iv is always passed on to the child. Example: Female IVs: 31/0/15/28/31/30 — Holding IVs for male strength: 7/31/19/30/20/5 — Holding the power
support the offspring randomly selects 1IV, Successor to the hp i muško ATK, generates 3 IV: 31/31/5/18/20/16 Kad is u 1 of the two Pokémon holding Destiny Knot, beba if you succeed 5 IV i generate only 1. Example: Female IVs: 31/0/15/28/31/30 Male IVs: 7/31/30/30/20/5 Cubs Nasumicno odabere 5 IV-a therefore
100 u 13.05.2010.30 Other tips At podogradiké Pelago, Isle Avue (an island of boiling boiling) is being bought and bought in the dograd. Putting eggs in isle avue can hatch them! You can put your eggs in a hot hot lot and hatch faster when you take them out. If you leave your eggs long enough, above them, a
sproucyline will appear, and clicking on it will roll out pokémon immediately. Also insert beans to hatch twice as fast! Tauros Trick See that little paddock under the nursery? Go to a small room and call Tauros. You can then press B and run in circles to make the eggs hatch faster (and more without the brain!) Useful
Items Locations in Sun &amp; Moon Everstone: Hau'oli City: Defeat ilmia at its Royal Avenue house: Shopping, 16 BP Poké Pelago: Isle Aphun, Path for Brillant-Stone Hunting Wild Pokémon: Geodude, Graveler with 5%, Roggenrola, Boldore with 50% Power Items: Battle Royal Dome: Shopping, 16 BP Each (Middle
shop) Destiny Knot: Battle Royal Dome: Shopping, 48 BP (Right shop) Pokémon with Pickup Ability : 1% Chance of Pokédollars (₽) or Items for Sale: Isle Aphun: The Path to rare treasure hunting battle Buffet: Fight with Coaches Festival Plaza: Lottery Shops, Repell Sophocles offers on the new stand Useful Items
Locations u Ultra Sun &amp; Ultra Moon Everstone: Battle Royal Dome: Shopping, 16 BP after Poké Pelago: Isle Aphun, Path for Brillant-Stone Hunting Wild Pokémon: Geodude, Graveler sa 5%, Roggenrola , Boldore sa 50% Destiny Knot: Route 14: Save the Swimmer Pokémon with Pickup Ability: 1% Chance Battle
Royal Dome: Shopping, 48 BP Power Items: Battle Royal Dome: Shopping, 16 BP Each Pokédollars (₽) or Items to Sell: Isle Aphun: Path for Rare-Treasure Hunting Battle Buffet: Battling Trainer withs Festival Plaza: Lotery Shops, Refusing Sophoclesoffers on new stands Now you've had a read through our extensive
breeding guide , we want to see your amazing new additions in your Pokémon family! Make sure you stop and show us everything! Do you have any breeding project? Tell us! Thanks Incineroar for screenshots! Edited by Bobandbill, Radiating, SirBoglor and Volpe Artica. Artica, i'm sorry.
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